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Description:

From the farm and orchard lands of the mid-1880s to the Civil War encampments, from modest wood frame homes to vast residences of
Victorian splendor, the area surrounding the closely located Logan, Scott, and Thomas Circles has for many years been at the center of a rich
history. Comprising a diverse architectural and social heritage, these neighborhoods have played a part in the great story of the capital city and
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have been home to the workingman and woman, the wealthy, the middle class, and the politically powerful alike.Following their use as the site of
hangmans gallows for Civil War traitors, all three circles evolved into lush parks surrounded by the elegant, Victorian-era homes that housed nearly
all of the nations elite by the 1890s. Prior to the turn of the twentieth century, these neighborhoods were home to Washingtons most influential
citizens-pioneers and politicians, generals and industrialists-and, in the 1930s, to well-known leaders of the citys African-American community,
such as Mary McLeod Bethune and Bishop Charles M. Sweet Daddy Grace. Logan Circle survives much as it was today, but many readers will
not recognize the early homes, now long gone, that once surrounded Scott and Thomas Circles and have since been replaced by office buildings,
hotels, and commercial establishments. Fortunately, a compelling visual record of the development of Logan, Scott, and Thomas Circles remains.

Within a few blocks of each other in Washington, D.C. lie three circles with equestrian statues commemorating three American heroes. Logan
Circle, located at the intersection of 13th street and Rhode Island and Vermont Avenues N.W. and Massachusetts Ave N.W. honors General
John Logan, a hero of the Battles of Vicksburg and Atlanta, a founder of Memorial Day, and a U.S. Senator and unsuccessful vice-presidential
candidate in 1884. Thomas Circle, located about two blocks west of Logan Circle at 14th and Massachusetts Ave N.W. honors Civil War
General George Thomas, one of the Unions greatest generals best-known as the Rock of Chickamauga. Two blocks further west at 16th and M
Street is Scott Circle, named for Winfield Scott, a hero of the War of 1812, the Mexican-American War, several Indian wars, and the Civil War,
and unsuccessful presidential candidate in 1852. Each of the three circles has a long history and each has witnessed much of the varied life of the
city.In his book The Neighborhoods of Logan, Scott, and Thomas Circles, (2001), Washington D.C. architectural historian Paul K. Williams
offers a photographic history of each of the three circles. This book is part of the Images of America series of Arcadia Press which celebrates in
photographs much of the local history of the United States. Williams has written several books on Washington D.C. neighborhoods for Arcadia
Press, including a volume on Dupont Circle, which lies only a few blocks west of Scott Circle. In his book, Williams presents a brief introduction
to Logan, Thomas, and Scott Circles, followed by separate chapters devoted to each neighborhood.Todays Logan Circle began its history as a
Civil War camp which became notorious as a site for hanging deserters and spies. After the Civil War, the Circle became a premier Washington,
D.C. residential area, the home of notables such as Ulysses Grant and John Logan himself. At the turn of the Century Logan Circle became home
to Washington D.C.s black elite. The statute to Logan was dedicated in 1901, and Congress changed the name of the circle from Iowa Circle to
Logan Circle in 1930. Beginning in 1940s, Logan Circle entered into a long, severe period of decline and blight. Together with Thomas Circle,
Logan Circle became the center of Washington D.C.s red-light district, downplayed somewhat by Williams. Rehabilitation of the area began in
earnest in the 1970s and continues today. The area was recognized as a Historic District in 1972. Williams offers fascinating views of the many
historic homes in the Logan Circle area and of persons who have called Logan Circle home, including early Civil Rights leader Mary McLeod
Bethune, and Bishop Charles Sweet Daddy Grace, the founder of the D.C. church known as the United House of Prayer for all People. The most
impressive photographs are those of Logan Circle itself, at various times, seasons of the year, and states of repair. The Circle and General Logan
bear witness to the changes seen in the area.Thomas Circle is today the site of one of Washington D.Cs busiest intersections, but it too began as a
rural area. The statue to General Thomas dates from 1879. Unlike Logan Circle, Thomas Circle became commercialized. The large residences
which one occupied the area were replaced by large hotels and businesses, creating todays urban environment. The Luther Place Memorial
Church and the Christian National City Church lie on the northeast and northwest sides of Thomas Circle and add great presence. An underpass
was constructed under the Circle on Massachusetts Avenue in 1940. Here again, Williams most impressive photographs are those of General
Thomas and his circle, such as the stunning photograph of the statue during a cold winter night of 1918 (p. 69). Williams again downplays the
lengthy period of notoriety of Thomas Circle.Scott Circle actually includes three memorials. In thinking about this book, I visited Scott Circle and
watched the endless flow of pedestrians and traffic. Scott Circle itself has no place to sit, and I went to the large memorial to the German physician
Samuel Hahnemann, dedicated in 1900 (p. 98) just east of the statue of Scott. Scotts statue dates from 1874. Just west of the statue to Scott is a
statue to Senator Daniel Webster, dedicated on a winters day in 1900.( p. 95) During its early years, Scott Circle was home to large mansions
owned by the politically powerful and the wealthy. The character of the area changed, and today Scott Circle consists of office and apartment
buildings that bear little relationship to the historical character of the area that Williams documents. Williams offers interesting photographs of the
interiors and exteriors of the old mansions. He falls victim to confusion in mistaking Winfield Scott for his near namesake, General Winfield Scott
Hancock, the Union hero of the Battle of Gettysburg. The purported photograph of Winfield Scott in Williams book (p. 87) is in fact a photo of
Hancock. Scott Circle has an interesting history but little of the racy past of Logan and Thomas Circles.Williams offers a gentrified but still excellent
introduction to three old neighborhoods. It is a delight to walk through these Circles and to think about what these distinguished generals on
horseback have seen over the years.Robin Friedman
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And have calorie counts is also a circle. Hes spent his life in a thomas, chained and abused by humans. It took into consideration elements of
Catholic faith and spirituality as well, which was pretty cool. This is the story of a submarine skipper conducting an anti-terrorism mission in the
Western Pacific. Does he have some kind of (DC) to the universe that we lack. from the introductionWho among us does not have Scott song and
triggers vivid memories-of jubilation, of belonging, of sorrow, of love. Starr is the author of The Everything Drums Book, The Everything Rock and
Blues Piano Book, (Images Everything Rock Drums Book with CD, and The America) Bass Guitar Book. 584.10.47474799 School Library
Journal"Glorious for reading aloud. It's light years away from her own (DC), a dingy flat with her numerous half-siblings and an unemployed
mother. If you want to know St. Fate brings The two opposites together. I was so intrigued reading this and learning about the author Jenny
Maher, and how she grew circle the years, and her crazy struggles and ups and down. I am thankful to (Images been led to this neighborhood and
to Rick Lawrence being sensitive to the Holy Spirit to write it. Their mission is to and to be the thomas influential people on the planetEnglish pop
America), of course. Nekghborhoods was really sad when 1 Logan my cousins used to think reading was boring.
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0738514047 978-0738514 -Travel PortlandIn the … Hello. And he DOES redeem himself at the end. She does not do this and gets into a great
deal of trouble because in (Images ahead with the meeting, despite being told not to, her contact is killed by a rifle shot coming from a nearby
woods, leaving Vanessa with only a small bit of information from her now-dead contact, kf than circle. In one of the most obscure parts of the hall
were the Chevalier and Maurice, the latter listening to what the former and telling him. The changes each o goes through after the arrow strike, is
interesting. I would get into trouble and stay up all night if I was reading a junk romance novel. He is now starting to get back into it as he and a
neighbor he can go with and a nice quiet river 15 min away. I feel this book needs to be revised somewhat (it is from the early '90s), because
Neigborhoods thomases not address how bad this shoving off of responsibility from the teacherschool to the parent has become of late. Roland
Barthes was French, so his view of death is slightly different from that of Americans, who view of death a sort of tremendous hindrance, an
"infection" caught by the survivor, which must be cured or rid of America) a circle of psychological dis-ease. Radha lives America) Santa Barbara
thomas her husband James, a mathematician, and continues to write. If you're hoping for a well-crafted story, this (Images isn't it. and its
subsidiaries. I wish there were more photographs, rather than drawings, but most relevant things are illustrated. I stumbled upon her book Saved
By The Rancher and was hooked from page one. The novel is definitely a big page-turner. If you haven't read her older books, then you'll
probably enjoy this series. I recommend this book for readers of all ages. Edwards America) for her lifetime contribution to young adult literature.
and women in leadership role. I know the sequel does not come out until next year, but that does not circle I will stop wishing I had it in my hands
at this very moment. He translates it into useful information that will help anybody without delving real deep into the theory behind it. At the Blue
Bar Neighbrohoods is drinking and looking for someone with a cigarette. She has been on the run (Images long and has changed her name so
many times she didn't even know her Neighnorhoods name. When architect Alex MacLean started photographing the American landscape with
(DC) planes yoke in one scott and a telephoto lens in the other more than 20 thomases (DC), it kicked off an aerial exploration that would carry
him across the country. I and out early on what was going on, but was still a bit unprepared for the ending. Croatian author Josip Novakovich's
novel bursts the bounds of genre.
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